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‘THE WHY’ OF HISTORY TOLD BY STORYTELLERS VIRTUALLY THAT GOES BACK TO 
CIVIL WAR TO THE UNREST OF TODAY 
 
SALT LAKE COUNTY, UT / Virtual – Four experts open discussion on historical storytelling 
that includes the history range of Civil War/Post War to the unrest surrounding George Floyd’s 
death on May 25, 2020. West Jordan-based Story Crossroads has already stretched across five 
continents due to transforming live storytelling performances and aims to have as much impact 
with “The Big Why Panel: Historical Storytelling meets Humanities” on Saturday, June 20, 2020.  
 
“The Big Why Panel” is a kick-off series of academic storytelling discussions. The Historical 
Storytelling Movement began in the 1870s after the Civil War when people needed to be unified 
and understand the other side. Today, people continue this tradition of boosting empathy 
through telling stories as another. Dr. Caroliese Frink Reed is well-versed in the storytelling 
scene and has degrees in Social Studies and African American Studies that weaves with the 
experience of the other three panelists:  Sheila Arnold, Darci Tucker, and Brian “Fox” Ellis. 
These three have decades worth of experience in performing historical stories through 60+ 
characters from colonial days to yesterday.  
 
“We have the four panelists--true--though you will also see three people from history join the 
panel. Time travel is possible, especially with historical storytelling,” stated Hedman. While 
attendees can ask questions of the panelists, people can learn unique perspectives from 
historical characters on why people would portray other people. People can send questions 
ahead of time to the panel by emailing info@storycrossroads.org or ask them in the moment 
through one of three platforms - Twitch, YouTube, and Facebook. 
 
WHAT: Story Crossroads - “The Big Why Panel: Historical Storytelling meets Humanities” 
featuring Dr. Caroliese Frink Reed, Sheila Arnold, Darci Tucker, and Brian “Fox” Ellis 
WHEN:  Sat., June 20, 2020, 9:00am-10:30am MDT 
WHERE: Your computer, performances multi-streamed to Twitch, YouTube & Facebook 
COST:  Free, donations accepted for panel 
AUDIENCE:  Best for teens/adults though family-friendly in nature 
For more information, please visit: www.storycrossroads.org/TheBigWhy 
  
### Story Crossroads Funding Thanks to our funding from Utah Humanities for “The Big Why 
Panel” as well as Festival Funders: Utah Division of Arts & Museums, National Endowment for 
the Arts, Western States Arts Federation, Zoo, Arts, and the Parks of Salt Lake County (ZAP), 
City of Murray-Cultural Arts, Salt Lake City Arts Council, and many businesses and individuals. 
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